there is but one cabinet appointee who
has the desired one-to-one correspondence
with his department-Edwards of Energy.
Meanwhile, the g a p between the D of
Defense and the W of Weinberger bespeaks an obvious alphabetical spread.
The plaintiffs have an impressive case,
but the defendants are quick to point out
that, since there are only thirteen cabinet
posts, at least half the letters of the alphabet will go unrepresented. Can something
be done about this structural discrimination? Some suggest a straightforward
doubling up by changing, let us say, the
title of Secretary of Agriculture to Secretary of Agronomy and Beefraising. As for
appointees, they might be drawn from
among those with hyphenated surnames.

But this is too complicated. Common sense
tells us that there will be no justice until
there are twenty-six cabinet departments,
each beginning with a different letter. Only
then can title and surname be properly
matched to insure that those who appear in
the latter part of the telephone directory
a r e not subjected to pain, anguish, and
public humiliation. Accordingly, the court
is about to issue its order, establishing the
following departments and naming the
following appointees:
1) Secretary of Aquaculture: Alan Alda
2) Secretary of Breadbaking: Barry Bosworth
3) Secretary of Carpentry: Cathy Crosby
4) Secretary of Dentistry: David Dellinger
5 ) Secretary of Earthmoving: Edwin Edwards
6) Secretary of Fireworks: Farrah Fawcett
7) Secretary of Greetings: George Gobcl

8) Secretary

of Husbandry: Hollywood Henderson

9) Secretary of Innkecping: Indianapolis Indiana
10) Secretary ofJaywalking:John Jefferson ’
11) Secretary of Knitting: Kadyn Keenc
12) Secretary of Logarithms: Laurence Luckinbill
13) Secretary of Menshevism: Malcolm Muggcridge

14) Secretary of Nitpicking: Norman Norrel
15) Secretary of Orthodontia: Ole Olson

16) Secretary of Printmaking: Peter Peyscr
17) Secretary of Quartz: Quentin Quip
18) Secretary of Rumbleseats: Richard Richards
19) Secretary of Stowaways: Stcphen Stills
20) Secretaries of Truckstops: Tanya Tucker, Tina
’
Turner
21) Secretary of Undulation: Ulrich Ulam
22) Secretary of Videodiscs: Vivian Vance
23) Secretary of Whittling: William Walton
24) Secretary of Xerography: Kopy Kat
25) Secretary of Yachting: Yancey Yardley
26) Secretary of Zoology: Edward Albec

The diphthongs will j u s t have to wait
0
their turn.

........................................................................................................................................

Roger Kaplan

THE WORLDLY POLITICIANS
In the April French elections the choice will be
between the lesser of two appeasers.

.

I n democracies people vote, governments
change. The French have been rather
obsessed with the electoral process for
nearly a decade. De Gaulle had meant to
give them stable political institutions, in
which the politics of politicians would not
get in the way of statesmanship, but t h i
atmosphere now is so charged with
political static that it sometimes reminds
one of the worst days of the Third
Republic. Because De Gaulle resigned the
presidency, and Georges Pompidou died in
office, there has not yet been an entirely
normal transfer of power under Fifth
Republic rules. In April, for the first time,
there will be one. President Val6ry Giscard
D’Estaing will either win a second term, or
he will be replaced.
During the long run-up to the legislative
elections of 1978, the winds of history
seemed to many observers to be blowing
for the “Left,” that is to say the Socialist
and Communist parties (and a splinter of
the small Radical party) united by a revolutionary manifesto titled “Programme commun de gouvernement.” The “majoritC”
(the ruling Union pour / a De‘mocratie
FranGaise and its Gaullist allies) won
decisively, however, in no small part
because the Communists had scruples

about being the juniors in a government of
the Left, but in larger part for the simple
reason that most Frenchmen do not want
“changer la vie,” to change life, as the
slogan had it. For the p m i e s of the noncommunist left (unlike, say, the German
Social Democrats) have remained stubbornly committed to a vision of society in

Roger Kaplan is aprogram oficer with the
Smith Richardson Foundation.

which there is no profit motive and there
are no limousines. Most but by no means
all: The 1978 elections saw the governing
parties take a comfortable majority of seats
in the National Assembly, but only on the
strength of about 51 percent of the popular vote. This is a respectable majority
in a society like ours, where neither party
(at least in its avowed intents) expects to
“change life” by destroying “capitalism,”
but it is perhaps alarming when it seems to
signify that nearly half the voters are eager
to turn the world upside down.
Actually, I myself don’t think 49 percent
of the French electorate in 1978 wanted to
turn the world, much less France, upside
down. It has been argued to the point of
nausea that the French are “profoundly
conservative,” but it happens to be true. It
happens to be true that most people are
profoundly conservative. And the more
conservative (in the simple sense of being
stable) are the main institutions of society
-political parties and money, to name
two-the more confidence people have to
strike out boldly in search of great things.
In its long periods of political and monetary
stability, most recently from about 1949 to
1970, the United States demonstrated this;
it has been, and again will be, the most
stable and the most excitingly innovative of
nations. Thrown for a full decade into
political and economic disarray by unthinkTHE AMERICAN SPECTATOR,
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ing experts and ambitious rascals, the
United States became in many ways a far
less exciting place to live and work.
France, by contrast, was unchanging and
increasingly dull during the politically
chaotic Fourth Republic, but under the
Fifth it has a t least found some of its
bearings and, as the Hudson Institute’s
Edmund Stillman very ably documented,
taken off.
M a n y Frenchmen vote left these days
not to express revolutionary conviction, but
rather to express unhappiness with the fact
that essentially the same people have been
in power since 1958. Even making allowance for the 1974 shift in the components of
the governing majority (the Gaullists were
then relegated to second place), this is a
long stretch. Democracy requires changes
of leadership. This is demonstrated most
radically in the Italian situation, where the
Christian Democrats have been in power
since the end of World War I1 and the
Italian government is a corrupt shambles;
but the alternative is Communism. Most
Frenchmen who vote left are voting for a
democratic left. Unfortunately, their votes
could bring to power the enemies of
democracy.
With its defeat in 1978, the preposterously named Union of the Left fell apart,
and until recently ValCry Giscard d’Estaing’s reelection seemed a certainty. But
his popularity is not profound. His 1974
mandate was mainly negative. He said that
he was the man to calm things down
(‘‘de‘crisper”), to continue in De Gaulle’s
vocation of restoring France to its rightful
place in the community of nations, and to
get the nation intact through “la crise,”
the economic crisis into which the world is
supposed to have plunged after the first
OPEC price offensive in 1973.
Giscard d’Estaing has done rather well
what he said he would do. His (and prime
minister Raymond Barre’s) free-market
reforms have been, from the evidence
gathered so far, much more successful than
Mrs. Thatcher’s in Great Britain (for
whatever the comparison is worth). In the
world, France is respected-albeit despised on occasion for its opportunismif not exactly feared. Its vessels cruise the
Indian Ocean and its troops, spearheaded
by heroic Foreign Legionnaires, help
maintain the peace in West Africa, despite
their recent retreat from Chad in the face
of numerically superior, Soviet-tanked,
East-German-advised Libyans. More rapidly than any other country, France is
building a nuclear energy industry, which
.among other side effects may facilitate the
decision to send the Legionnaires to Tripoli
next time a French embassy is burned
there.
But Giscard has no real base. Unlike the
Communists with their proletarian faithful
who give them close to 20 percent of the
vote fairly regularly, unlike the Socialists
with their idealistic militants drawn from
THE AMERICAN SPECTATOR

the middle-level managerial and professional strata (also about 20 percent or a bit
more), unlike the Gaullists with their
appeal to the patriotism of all classes, the
President has not made of the UDF (itself.
a coalition of several “center” parties) a
movement in the accepted French sense.
You do not enter the Giscardien movement; you vote for the UDF because it is
basically the party of order and that is all
you need to know. You say “vous” not
“tu” to your friends in the coalition, who
are neither your Communist camarades
nor your Gaullist compagnons. Perhaps
they should try citoyens, to regain the
heady flavor of the French Revolution, but
that would scare away the very people who
vote . . . for order.
Giscard’s confidence is based on the accurate observation that there are enough
Frenchmen who are neither uncompromising nationalists nor true socialist believers
to return him, or someone like him, to
power. In a way, the real tragedy of French
politics is that there are so few politicians
with the national stature of Giscard
d’Estaing. If there were, his unpopular
policies, such a s groveling before the
Arabs, could be rejected without bringing
in an unguided missile like Jacques Chirac,
mayor of Paris and leader of the neo-Gaullist’ Rassemblement pour la Rbpublique,
or a rigid Gaullisr fanatic like Michel
Debre‘, or a Marxist revolutionist.
Besides, Giscard has done a reasonably
good if not inspiring job and he knows that

in the pinch the voters will put him over if
the other candidate is Francois Mitterrand.
The latter came very close the last time the
two met, in 1974. His star began to fade
after the 1978 legislative elections, at the
same time that the star of Michel Rocard,
his main rival in the party, began to rise.
When, under intense pressure from the
party professionals, Rocard withdrew in
favor of the older man, many moderate
Socialist voters were deeply disappointed.
Giscard knows that many of their votes will
go to him in the second round, as word gets
out that Mitterrand is offering important ministerial posts to the Communists in
an effort to make them get the votes out for
him at the eleventh hour. Plus that until
that hour, the Communist party’s own
candidate, the stalinosupremo Georges
Marchais, is going to keep on attacking the
decidedly ill-starred Socialists far more
vehemently than the President, thereby
dividing the Left once again. (Which
‘I am using the term “neo-Gaullist” to describe
Chirac’s movement only because most of the
American press seems to have taken it up. I am
not sure how it is “neo,” but there is strong
argument that Gaullism ended with De Gaulle
(except for DebrC, faithful among the faithful to
the point of caricature), and in this sense the
RPR is indeed “neo,” as in “new Gaullists,”
though there are plenty of old ones in it. This
maddening nonsense explains why when they
themselves get fed up with i t , the Gaullists,
new and old, divide France quite simply in two:
themselves vs. “le parti de I’ttranger,” the
camp of traitors.
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causes some nasty commentators to whisper loudly that Moscow loves Giscard. One
wonders why. Could it be he is a soft touch
when the issue is trade?)

Or

so the President’s men were arguing
until late last year, when they were forced
to revise this serene and rather sentimental view of things. Polls showed that
Communist voters would bolt party orders
to abstain from voting in the runoff.
Among Gaullists, on the other hand, the
sentiment to abstain appeared to be running deep. Meaning Mitterrand might get
more of Marchais’s initial 15-20 percent
than Giscard would get of the Gaullist fifth.
Result: Mitterrand by one or two percentage points, if not better-particularly
since Rocard is advising his men to work
faithfully for the party.
This was bad enough, but then the
Gaullist politicians got into the act. Early
on, Michel Debri challenged Giscard from
the chauvinist Right. Far more interesting
has been the challenge posed by MarieFrance Garaud. Although she is not well
known and is not given much chance of

gathering more than five percent of the
vote, this lady is one of the most brilliant
politicians in France. She has spent most of
her career a s an kminence grise in the
Gaullist movement, but when she saw her
men backing down from a fight with
Giscard-whom she considers an appeaser
-she decided to carry to the voters her
campaign for vigilance in the face of Soviet
expansionism.
Marie-France Garaud is too intelligent
not to know that in attacking Giscard
d’Estaing on foreign policy she may well
be doing him a big favor: For if Giscard is
an appeaser, Marchais is a fifth columnist
and Miiterrand something in between. The
Garaud campaign, if this logic holds, will
have the effect of getting otherwise apathetic conservative voters into the booths
for the second round to elect the lesser of
two appeasers.
More significantly, however, Garaud’s
campaign has placed world politics where
it belongs-before the voters. Forced to
defend his foreign policy record, Giscard
will have to make commitments that he will
not be able to discard lightly after his
reelection.

Marie-France Garaud’s challenge is a
matter of principle, an attempt to force the
President to define himself more clearly.
Michel Debri’s challenge, however unkind
it is to say this, is mainly the temperamental fit of an embittered man. Politically, the real damage was done in the fmt
week of February when Jacques Chirac,
mayor of Paris, finally decided to run.
Chirac had hesitated because he feared
that a poor showing (under 20 percent, and
polls have been giving him 14) in the first
round would destroy him politically. He
apparently decided that not running might
destroy his party, the Rassembfementpour
fa Re‘pubtiqze; et--currently holds the
largest number of seats in the National
Assembly.) The only justification for his
candidacy is the argument that the President has failed, particularly in economic
policy (about 1.4 million unemployed,
inflation in the high teens), but also in
foreign affairs. If Chirac fails in the first
round-which in effect serves as a primary, no one being expected to win a
majority-the risk is that the President will
be left weakened before facing the winner
of the Left’s primary @e., Mitterrand) in
the second round, or runoff.

H o w bad is Giscard’s foreign policy, in
fact? He seems to have turned the other
cheek-or at least looked the other waywhen dealing with Qaddafi. He has encouraged the West Europeans to move toward
recognition of the PLO terrorist gangs, in
the thoroughly illusory hope that this
might ease their oil problems. In what can
only be seen as a spectacular gesture of
appeasement, h e travelled to Warsaw
behind his allies’ backs to confer with
Brezhnev soon after the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. All this is deplorable, even
appalling, in facr disgusting. One may
doubt whether Jacques Chirac would have
done any of these things, certainly MarieFrance Garaud would not have.
Still, it is only fair to note that Giscard
has authorized the development of the enhanced radiation weapon, and has staged
shows of force (however ambiguous) in
Africa and on the Indian Ocean. The neutron bomb in French hands can only mean
that France is moving from the all-ornothing deterrent concept of the force de
fiappe (a kind of mini-MAD) to a conception of limited nuclear war which takes into
account Soviet war-fighting doctrines and
involves, in essense, repelling a Soviet
assault out of Mecklenburg, Brandenburg,
and Thuringia-otherwise known as the
German Democratic Republic-before it
reaches the Rhine. This news brings great
comfort to the hearts of the West Germans,
of course, but it must be remembered that
possession of a limited war option does not
automatically mean the option will be
exercised, and there are many who doubt
France will ever fight for Germany.
StiH again, havimg an option, having the
hardware, is a step ahead of simply having
THE AMERICAN SPECTATOR
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a concept. What is still required is the will
to use it, and, beyond that, the ability to
convince your opponent that you have it.
ValCry Giscard d’Estaing may be the
president of a strong and dynamic country
filled with intelligent, well-educated, resourceful people, but if he shakes hands
with the top totalitarian upon the latter’s
rape of a small poorly armed country, what
signal is he sending? Maybe Giscard
shouted at Brezhnev last year in Warsaw,
maybe he was defiant, like Vercingitorix
before.Caesar. Who knows? Whatever
Giscard did, Brezhnev at any rate did not
act any more nicely afterwards: He sent his
Cuban-trained Guadeloupan thugs to stir
things up in the French Antilles.
0

‘

*

.

closed, for the moment, with Theodore Drap e r ’ s m a g i s t e r i a l s u r v e y of t h e Alliance’s
d i s c o n t e n t s in t h e W i n t e r 1981 Washington
Quarterly. To t h e s e beacons c a n b e a d d e d
Walter Laqueur’s cold-eyed observations on the
W e s t E u r o p e a n drift toward n e u t r a l i s m (in
Commentary and in several articles appearing
in t h e New Republic) a n d t h e profound
diagnoses of the state of the moral health of the
Western nations by Irving Kristol and Michael
Howard (in Washington Quarterly, Wall Street
Journal, and Encounter). Regarding the U . S .
there has been no shortage of alarm-ringers.
One need only mention the writings of Robert
Tucker on the responsibilities of power in the
M i d d l e E a s t , a n d t h e i m p a s s i o n e d voice of
N o r m a n Podhoretz in h i s book T h e Present
Danger, t o recall how g r e a t w a s t h e alarm
provoked by the disastrous foreign policy of the
past several years.

liberals. For that matter, even those
whose profession it is to deal with political
ideas and international issues now understand the situation. A series of magnificent
essays which the camp of appeasement
only a few years ago would have assailed
as bellicose or hysterical has gone virtually
unchallenged..f.The facts are no longer, if
?The series might be said (quite arbitrarily) to
have started with Raymond Aron’s pessimistic
assessment of the rise of Soviet hegemonism
published in the French Commentaire in early
1979 (and reprinted in Washington Quarterly,
S u m m e r 1979);.to h a v e r e a c h e d a polemical
high point with Leopold Labedz’s stunningly
effective demonstration of the results of ten or
more years of Western political weak-mindedness (Encounter, December 1980); and to have

.

T h e preceding sketch of the French
political landscape is easy enough for any
half-informed citizen of any Western democracy to follow. The French are preparing for an election, the Germans had one
last October, and we in November. And
many of the issues last fall were similar, or
at least comparable, to the ones the French
will ponder or dismiss in April. Helmut
Schmidt’s foreign policy was attacked by
the Christian Democrats along with their
Bavarians, and by leftists within his own
party to whom the logical next step in Ostpolitik is neutrality between the superpowers. The sitting Chancellor prevailed because he convinced the German voters he
had the situation sufficiently under control.
Margaret Thatcher, tough on defense,
principled on everything, might well lose
an election if it were held today, unless the
British people were convinced-as well
they might be-that HM’s loyal opposition
had been captured by collectivist littleEnglanders who are proposing an alternative infinitely worse than radical Toryism. Yes, this is all familiar. The pointoSit,
though, is that, beset by oppositions loyal
and not so loyal, the governments of the
democracies are expected by their citizens
to work up the nerve to meet the responsibility they were above all else elected to
fulfill-to face down an adversary whose
opposition is in jail, in p.sychiatric hospitals, in labor camps, or in exile, and whose
military might can do us all in. This will not
be easy, for shifts in the military balance
have given the Soviets greater freedom of
aggressive movement: What Frank Barnett and Brian Crozier call the “window of
opportunity” has been opened a crack in
the Middle East, Central America, and
southern Africa. The “danger,” as Paul
Nitze has been saying, is “present.” And
if we do not do something about it soon,
Eugene Rostow warns, we will “slide
toward war. ’ ’
It sounds almost like a caricature to line
up the themes this way, but the voters
understand them, which is why in election
after election lately they have instinctively
turned to conservatives whose prejudices
in foreign affairs are sounder than those of
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ever they really were, in dispute. The question is how can we organize ourselves
politically for the defense of the West. The
intellectual battle is not going to be over
whether the other side has been trying to
breach the line, but rather over how to hold
it. In this sense, the issues of foreign policy
will have a high profile in domestic politics,
and in turn will be profoundly affected by
it. This is why the details of an electoral
season, such as we see today in France, are
at once so important and so nervewracking. Gone are die disputes between
Senator Moynihan and Ambassador McHenry over whether or not the world is a
dangerous place. The dispute is again
going to be: What are we going to do about
it?
As a first principle, we have Alexander
Haig’s recent statement to L ‘Express:
“The entire world is NATO’s business.”
And the most important immediate test of
the Allies’ ability to defend themselves
ensemble will probably be in the Middle
East.$ For the interests of Western Europe
in the Middle East are not only economic.
To be sure, if the oil fields of the Persian

Gulf fall into hostile hands (as if they were
now in friendly hands!) before the full
development of the North Sea fields and
the French and German nuclear energy
programs, the prospects for European
freedom will remain bleak indeed. But
Western Europe has a moral stake in the
security of Israel, and that constitutes its
primary interest in the Middle East. For if
Israel is destroyed while Europe stands by,
there will be no way for the Europeans to
claim the right to live as free men.

Do

they know this? NO one can say. In
America at least, the ability to give foreign
policy some moral content is rarer than we
thought, and the most recent practitioners
have left us with a surfeit of moralism. The
Europeans are said to be more cynical,
$The threat represented by the expected Soviet
invasion of Poland is of a different order. Save
for economic and political responses, unfortuna t e l y , there is virtually nothing that W e s t
Europe can do for the Poles-even though i t is
Europe’s civilization which the Soviets will be
attacking.

more realistic. They used to profess great
admiration for Henry Kissinger because he
practiced a diplomacy with no moral
reference points. But one can ask whether
a nation can do great things in the world
without a strong sense of its moral
purpose.
I n point of fact there has been an
alarming deterioration of the civic sense in
the democracies. When we look a t ourselves, we might reflect that Lyndon
Johnson’s gravest political mistake was to
allow college boys to avoid military service.
His later cancellation of college draft
deferments came too late to mitigate the
demographic fact that the Vietnam era
draft was far from universal. Not only did
the botched conscription policy lose him
the public support he thought it would win
him, it left a legacy of instability far more
destructive than the depreciation of the
currency set in motion by his refusal to ask
the people to pay for the war. Johnson
unwittingly told a large majority of a whole
generation that the nation could take care
of its most important business-the maintenance of national security-without
them. The mental habits, the lowered
sense of citizenship, that resulted are only
now being redressed.
In Europe, where (except for Britain)
conscription is taken for granted, the moral
impairment is of a different nature. The
Europeans a r e gripped by a collective
memory of unspeakable horrors, a memory
which instructs them that nothing is so
important a s to justify war, especially
the kind that would be waged on European
territory by the Warsaw Pact and NATO.
It is understandable that the Europeans
might listen to the instructions of their
memory, given all that they have done to
themselves and to the rest of the world in
the twentieth century. In any case, they
owe it to us to make up their minds and say
so now. For while it still may be possible
for us to retreat from Western Europe and
set up new defensive lines before the
outbreak of hostilities, if we are to remain
in Europe only to be beaten on the ground
between the Elbe and the Rhine because
our Allies have lost their nerve (which
would be far, far worse than our boys
mishandling their equipment, a currently
much-discussed possibility), we might as
well close up shop.
But the Europeans will not make up their
minds: I t is not in the nature of
democracies to adhere to a clear course in
foreign affairs for very long. The collective
mind of a democracy is made up in the
moment of crisis. The question is whether
it is more likely to make up its mind to
defend its own values, or to capitulate to
the values of its enemies. The only way to
increase the likelihood of the former, is to
insist that questions of war and peace be
determined by moral considerations, not
just economic expediency. That is why the
Europeans’ willingness to stand by Israel
is the real test of their willingness to stand
0
for themselves.
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EMINENTOES

TAILGUNNING FOR THE HOLLYWOOD TEN

At
Christmastime a
Angeles
friend sent me a holiday letter about
LOS

his life down there. Among other
things, he reported:
I read an excerpt from Navasky’s book*
and found it interesting. I love all that
g o s s i p about p e o p l e who s q u e a l e d on
w h o m . W h a t is interesting i s that t h e
people themselves are not very important. Screen writers, actors, and movie
composers hardly represent the cream of
American culture, after all. By the way,
on election night I found myself with a
group o f p e o p l e which included a
formerly blacklisted screenwriter. His
wife kept pestering me about Reagan’s
having g a s s e d the s t u d e n t s . I tried to
point o u t s o m e of the more obvious
d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n Buchenwald and
Berkeley, but I had a sense it was a losing
cause.

A t the time there seemed to me
something contradictory in these
observations: screenwriters and
actors not important-at a time when
our next president was and is an
actor? This thought set my mind in
motion (since I , too, had been
reading Naming Names):If it had not
been for the unpleasant events which
inspired Navasky to write this book,
our current president certainly would
be someone other than Ronald
Reagan.
Reagan’s road to Damascus was
Hollywood Boulevard; his conversion
came in his fight in the 1940s with
Hollywood .Communists who sought
to control the Screen Actors’ Guild
and the film industry. What is less
well known today is that, as president
of the SAG, Reagan with many
others fought to save the industrynot just from Communist control, but
also from anti-Communist vigilantes
whose excesses of character assassination threatened the livelihood of
hundreds of decent people, and the
industry itself.
Victor S . N a v a s k y , Naming N a m e s ,
Viking Press, 1980, $17.95. Mr. Navasky
is editor of the Nation, which contributes
regularly to t h e “Current W i s d o m ”
section of this magazine.

Paul Seabu?y is Professor of Political
Science at the University of California, Berkeley.
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T h e Hollywood Left, having a
merciless memory, seems not to have
forgiven Reagan for choosing this
course of action-saving Hollywood
rather than saving them. If one of
Reagan’s purposes was to protect
individual actors and writers from
false accusations, it was not his purpose to shield Communists from true
ones. In his memoirs of that time,
Where’s the Rest of Me?, Reagan is
perfectly clear about this matter.
Though a t the height of the blacklisting crusade h e drafted a SAG
resolution attacking the Association
of Motion Picture Producers for
banning the “Hollywood Ten” (Navasky’s heroes), he had no illusions as to what he was doing. “We,
of course, did nothing to clear those
who were leaders in the effort to

by Paul Seabury

thing like a Fox’s Book of Martyrs
could be compiled, showing the many
occasions when loyalty to friends
collided, either with the law or with
considerations of civic propriety.
There would be many chapters:
Teapot Dome; the Nye munitions
investigations; Senator La Follette’s
civil liberties investigations; the Kefauver crime investigations; the inquiry into Jimmy Hoffa’s Teamsters;
the House Un-American Activities
Committee inquiry into Fascist, Nazi,
and Communist operations; and, of
course, Watergate. Despite the excesses of zeal which each of these
inquiries contained, it must be said
w e r e one to take Navasky’s that the justification of each lay in
ethical issue seriously, a s it has some particular civic purpose. The
figured in twentieth-century congres- names of their victims (or “victims”)
sional investigations, surely some- would include clouds of witnesses and
martyrs-Albert B. Fall, Andrew J .
Mellon, J.P. Morgan, Fritz Kuhn (of
the German-American Bund), Father
Coughlin, Alger Hiss, Whittaker
Chambers, Jimmy Hoffa, John Dean,
Jeb Magruder, Richard Nixon, and
many, many more-including Victor
Navasky’s heroes of the American
Communist party. When summoned
to testify before a congressional
committee as to some alleged misdoing, crime, or conspiracy, a witness
frequently is faced with the dilemma
of conscience vs. loyalty when it come
to possible questions about unsavory
activities of friends and accomplices.
If asked whether a stool pigeon is
more, or less, admirable than someone who takes the First or Fifth
Amendment, most of us probably
would prevaricate and first ask to be
told about the concrete circumstances. But Navasky-at least for
the purposes of argument in this
partisan work-is of a different mind.
He asserts that we Americans have
made up our minds on the subject.
“In the abstract,” he says, !‘Americans would probably subscribe to
E.M. Forster’s famous sentiment: ‘If
I had to choose between betraying my
country and betraying my friend, I
hope 1 should have the guts to betray
my country.’ ” Stool-pigeoning, he
says, goes against the Judeo-Christian ethic also-as in the famous

destroy the industry,” he later said.
His affection for his profession transcended whatever interest he had at
the time in the welfare of MarxistLeninists.
A s might be expected, Navasky
approaches this historical drama
from a quite different perspective:
that of the Communists and ex-Communists in the industry. His book
contains fascinating depictions of
painful events in this sordid battle.
Navasky informs it with what is to
him an overarching cosmic question:
Is it evil to squeal on friends?
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